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PONDER! Jesus spoke to Saul from heaven
(Acts 9:1-7). What did Saul see? (A light
from heaven.)
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PLAY! “Act It Out!” One person holds the flashlight and shines it all
around another person. The person in the light pretends to be Saul, falls
down, and says: “My heart is changed.” Play until each person has a
turn with the flashlight and as Saul.
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BIBLE MEMORY VERSE
“If anyone
(one) Index finger is held upright.
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(Christ) Make "C" shape with hand. Move “C”
from left shoulder to right hip as a royal sash.
he is a new
(new) Back of right hand makes a scooping
motion across palm of left hand.
creation.”
Both fists make a twisting motion as they
bounce on top of each other.
2 Corinthians 5:17a Hold hands open, as if holding a Bible.
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